
Sprint Handicap Testing  Zone: NOTES 

In my quest to develop some skills in Sprint Handicaps (where no trends/stats to help – albeit I can 

improve all elements) these notes reflect on the journey. By reflecting on the ‘test races’ I will 

hopefully develop my skills for the future, and spot a few future winners, to add to trackers.  

The notes are in 4 sections:- 

Reasons: The reasons for why the horse was tipped/fancied.  

Reflections: Thoughts on how the selections ran, anything to take away from performances.  

Winner: Notes on the winner and their characteristics. Useful to understand why horses are winning 

these races- to learn the winning traits, to apply to future race analysis.  

Race Notes: Watching the video and noting down any other performances of note/interest. Trying to 

spot future winners – horses that ran well despite a bad draw maybe, inconvenienced by how the 

race played out, or were unlucky in the run. Spotting horses coming into form etc. Developing race 

reading skills is important – and I have much to learn.  

I have given myself a tough challenge of trying to crack these races, over time. To get to the point 

where I can confidently tip in them and make decent long term profits. It will be tough, but if I am 

going to do it properly I must take it seriously. These notes are designed to help me. You may find 

them an interesting read, or of no use whatsoever. But, I am writing them anyway, so you may as 

well have access to them!  

…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



02/07/16 

3.35 Beverley: 5f, Class 4  

Master Bond – 18/1> 14/1 – UP, tailed off last 

Reasons: reapplied headgear / jockey booking (had won on him, not on for some time, buthad won 

under a few other jocks) / trainer record at track/age restriction race type decent / belief that may 

handle going better than others / 7lb below last win. CD winner.  

Reflections: Not very good. Tailed off last. Burst out and travelled well up front for a couple of 

furlongs. I can’t think he was doing too much but he stopped very quickly. He came into this in 

woeful form with hope visor may work. It didn’t. All previous wins he has been well backed – all 

career wins 8/1 or shorter (3/6,5 places 4/1<) 1/17,6 places 9/2-8/1. Now 0/18, 2 places 17/2 or 

bigger. You would want to see some more signs of life before wanting to back him again, as well as 

some market support. In hindsight maybe the jockey booking wasn’t significant given others had 

won on him and just a case of who was available to ride.  

Winner: My Name Is Rio – was in my thinking pre-race as he stood out on geegeez instant expert 

and had become well enough handicapped – 4lb below last win. He was one of few to have winning 

form on soft. I was put off by the odds – well he was 8s, which given SP was value, but I thought I 

could make a case for one at bigger odds. He was also dropping into class 4 – the first time in 18 

runs, having contested C3s/2s. The race set up also helped – there appeared to be plenty of pace 

with first 4 all coming from behind. As a hold up horse, the pre race pace set up should have been 

marked up as a positive. Won carrying 9-12.  

Race Notes: Well given the front 4 came from way off the pace maybe the run of APRICOT SKY 

should be marked up. He was up there from the off and the only one near the front able to sustain 

any sort of run. The ground may not have been ideal also. Yet to win above C4 <6k. Now 0/14,0 

places C4 6k+ or above. Interestingly all wins when 8/1 or shorter also in flat handicaps. 0/14,1 place 

above this price SP. Now 0/9,0 places OR 81+ but ran off 77 LTO so still feasibly treated. Ran as if in 

form and maybe if getting an easier time near the front should be kept onside.  

 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



03/07/16 

5.10 Ayr : 5f, Class 3  

Go Go Green – 12/1 > 12/1 - UP 

Reasons: solid recent record when dropping into this class. A recent run that caught the eye. On a 

mark to get competitive from. Jockey booking (in sense that usually rode other horse in race when 

that was due to win, maybe had choice) Race conditions looked fine, looked to handle going where 

appeared others may not. (proved false for winner)  

Reflections: Looked to come with a winning run entering into the final furlong- indeed did hit the 

front for a time. Faded late into final furlong and finished with a tame effort, jockey easing off really. 

He was a 10 year old veteran against younger legs. Trainer wasn’t exactly firing on all cylinders but 

then Goldie is a hard one to read really I think. The horse was 0/21 at track before the race, with 

some close places. Maybe he needs trying somewhere else!  

Winner: Inexes  11/2 – opposable on price to a point. I don’t think I will get to a place on this journey 

where I back a horse under 8/1, esp when backing EW. He was unexposed going into this, his 5th run 

on the turf. He has placed on good to soft and I think I assumed wrongly he needed good to firm – 

inconclusive. He was a sprinter in form. Won two starts before, before running a credible 3rd NTO. 

Had only gone up 2lb for the win. No real excuse to eye for the 3rd/not winning – but that is sprinting 

maybe. A game of fine margins and for an unexposed horse – when in form, should be carefully 

considered. Won a shade cosily this day, still progressing. Was held up out that back and appears to 

have benefited from decent pace. His win before came from racing more handily so is clearly 

versatile, pace/running style wise. Was wearing Cheekpieces for only second time, not on previous 2 

runs. Maybe needs different things going on to keep mind on job – headgear, track pace or come 

through horses etc.  

Race Notes: Quite a few in here caught the eye for one reason or another. Inexes – from watching 

video a few time, with eyes on one horse each time, I am unsure whether this was a blistering pace. 

Only one front runner who faded, always tracked by Vallarta – who stayed there in second. Inexes 

came from further back and swopped around wide, so could be marked up further. In My Place – 

came here looking for the hat-trick and was arguably unlucky not to get closer. He looks a tricky ride 

but the jockey had to sit and suffer a bit to my eye – or was unable to hit ‘go’ when he wanted.  He 

was also hampered closer to the line. He is now 0/5, 1 place on good to soft, and maybe wants it a 

bit firmer. His win before was at Carlisle – so a stiff finish holds no fear and may bring in stamina 

more. To my eye looked a bit keen early also –and may benefit from a large field cavalry charge. 

Wears headgear/noseband so maybe a thinker, but he isn’t done with winning yet this season you 

feel. Blue Sonic – eye catching – he is in my tracker as a C6 horse (3/9,5 places C6, 0/11,2 places 

above) But, this may indicate C5 is within reach and/or in form. He ran again after this and did 

nothing, maybe too soft, unsure. Interested when dropping into C6 again. This run – well he came 

late up against the rail, having been held up out the back. He was in the wrong place as it turned out, 

and had to wait for a run up the rail, but did pick up when in the clear. Interesting in weeks ahead as 

he may pop up. 3/3 with Tudhope on.  

 



*** 

04/07/16  

7.35 Windsor: 5f, Class 3 

Long Awaited – 33/1>33/1 – 4th 

Reasons: well handicapped / distance move- drop in trip / ran in claimer LTO- looked ‘interesting’ / 

jockey booking – jockey rode horse for last, trainer / pace of race – liking for a big field, suit running 

style / back class-ability.  

Reflections: I think he out-ran his odds, coming 4th, one place out the money, ½ length behind 3rd. 

The 3 in front of him were drawn 12, 10,14. He was drawn 5 and did best of those low- so, maybe 

can be marked up on that front. Possible track/ground bias. At once stage he looked like being right 

in the mix and annoying just missed out on a place. He clearly struggles to win but this jockey gets on 

with him and I think this trainer may get his head in-front again.  

Winner: Bashiba – tipped by Mr Priestley – I did look at him – and I suppose at the time was 

restricting myself to 1 tip in the race- and I will always go for the 33/1 shot if I can make a case, over 

the 10/1 shot – the solution is to back both. It was the jockey booking that caught my eye- Atzeni. He 

had never ridden the horse and you don’t associate him with this trainer. The horse- well he was in 

form – a sprinter in form again – he had 3 previous runs, two of which he went fairly close, the 

penultimate run he was badly bumped. He had yet to win at the class but had only run in C3 once, 

and had placed. The form of some of recent runs was ok also.  

Race Notes: Not too much to take from this. A bit of a blanket finish with those doing best coming 

up the middle/wider. So, the run of Long Awaited could be marked up on that basis. Foxtrot Knight, 

for Ruth Car, is maybe the one to take out. Only beaten a Head behind the winner. He had to come 

wider around his outside, covering more ground than the winner who essentially went in a straighter 

line. That may have made the difference and if you switched their positions in the race, I suspect the 

result would be reversed. He has had 17 flat turf runs, winning twice. I don’t think there are any race 

conditions where you could rule this one out in a race as such. Wins at Class 4 but now gone very 

close in a C3, won on good to soft-good to firm, wins at 5f, placed over 6f. Interesting where he lines 

up next – he may not be much of a price, but should provide context attacking the race.  

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 



05/07/16 

3.40 Pontefract: 6f, Class 3  

Fendale – 20/1> 10/1 - UP 

Compton Park – 12/1>14/1 - UP 

Reasons: Fendale – unexposed/dropped in handicap/need for sound surface/focus on one run back 

end previous season, suggested some ability/reasons to come on for first run/last season pattern-

ran well second start last season/ trainer form track/jockey solid enough / well drawn 

Compton Park – signs of return to form LTO, previous CD winner, winner at class and from 12lb 

higher mark in past. Clearly had problems but everything looked set for decent run.  

Reflections: Ultimately a poor display from both. Fendale scrubbed along early and never really 

looked happy. Maybe unimpressed with the undulations/track configuration. Unsure. Was beaten 

just under 5 lengths, 6/13. Won first two starts of life but yet to add to them. Am sure they will find 

the key at some point but hard to enthuse too much about last run – unless a plan. Was some 

money. Compton Park – travelled well into it I thought, before fading/showing little. Very 

disappointing effort all things considered. Maybe just unpredictable now and one not to trust. 

Neither trainer was in hot form going into this. Instinct pre race was to leave, as looked to be open, 

plenty unexposed/in form etc 

Winner: Johnny Cavagin – this one came here in form, having finished 2nd at Donny over 7f- slow 

start, troubled run at times. He came here off 83, 1lb above his highest mark on the 33rd flat run of 

his life. He was a big field CD winner last season. He was 0/8, 0 places in C3 before this run and I 

think it is on that basis that I probably crossed him off. In fact he was 2/4, 2 places over CD before 

this run. Now 3/5, 3 places. This was the lowest mark he had run in a C3 from. Recent form, and any 

CD form – is maybe something to give more prominence to , when possible doubts over Class – and 

also look for reasons why they may not have performed at the class previously. Maybe important 

never to dismiss one horse on just one factor alone – I did that with him.  

Race Notes: Johnny Cavagin was in a good spot, on inside rail and just off the pace. A blanket finish. 

A remarkable run from Chaplin Bay in second really – he was out the back really, much further back 

than the winner for duration of race, had to be switched all the way around on the outside and came 

with a steaming run up the outside. He has covered plenty more ground than the winner and given 

him track/race position. It is possible he couldn’t go the pace to get a better position, or impact of 

draw. He has been tried at all trips, coming a neck second over 7f before this race. Maybe he needs 

even more of a cavalry charge over this trip, galloping straight track/and or seven stiffer finish – 

Hamilton maybe. One to keep onside. Likewise Zebedaios ran well and had to come wide, not 

beaten far. Ballymore Castle ran his best race for sometime and caught the eye, coming home well 

to finish 5th, beaten 2.6 lengths. Stone last for most of the way- he had a bad draw, didn’t have the 

pace/start to get a good position and was just sat out the back – ridden intermittently. He then flew 

up the home straight against the rail. He looks one to keep onside on his next three starts for sure. 

May even step him back up to 7f. Headgear looks to have worked this time.  

 



*** 

06/07/16  

6.30 Bath; 5f, Class 6  

Catalinas Diamond 14/1: UP 

 

Reasons: This one has become well handicapped, dropping below her last winning mark. She looks 

to enjoy 5f at Bath – 3/9,4 places before this race. Two starts before this she got no sort of run and 

looked at ‘eye catcher’ – an unlucky horse who looked in some sort of form. The right jockey was on 

and at the prices looked interesting.  

Reflections: The draw was the concern – in box 1- and that turned out to be the problem. She had 

nowhere to run again with a wall of horses in front- travelled well for the most part. It may be best 

to wait until she has a wider draw which in these big fields is better over this CD. It depends though. 

I suspect if you backed her on the next few starts over this CD you would come out in front.  

Winner: Go Amber Go 25/1 – Not so much of a shock – in hindsight – and clearly I need to develop 

the following thought process before the sodding race!...  0/6,0 places in career, all on AW, but a 

couple of promising runs. First run on turf, so doing something different, and clearly few miles on 

the clock. Was first run in 223 days. Headgear off. Trainer in form, a green ’14’ on geegeez, 3/15 last 

14 days and he was 6/26,10 places at the track in handicaps in last 730 days. And had G Wood 

booked and he is a tidy little jockey well worth the claim who has been seen to good effect. Now just 

to put those pieces of the jigsaw together pre race! Given all of that 25s would have allowed you to 

overlook a few things, namely fitness/first turf run. Shame I didn’t. Guilty of seeing 0/6,0 places, 

200+ days off and ignoring. Work to do. 

Race Notes: I have been unable to find a replay I can watch which doesn’t help. Usual sources 

(Sportinglife/ATR) don’t appear to have the 6.30. So, unable to spot any horses who may have been 

unlucky etc. From the write ups it appears Go Go Charlie in 5th didn’t have a clear run, so may be one 

to watch. Not beaten too far. The selection got no sort of run and is one to track over this CD I think.  

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



08/07/16  

This turned out to be an informative, positive, negative, frustrating and hopeful day all in one!  

I correctly dodged the 4.25 in sense that two that looked interesting came 2nd and 3rd. I wouldn’t have 

backed third, 2/1 fav, thought would win – second was close up there. Was put off winner due to 

track record – 0/7, 1 place going into race, at price. Goldie hitting form though. The two I expected to 

go well, and lead, ended up not leading and being stuck behind horses.  

I incorrectly dodged the 2.55 York- where of the two I fancied, one won at 10s>8s. That boosted 

confidence as I read the race quite well and how it may pan out. I thought it looked a bit too 

competitive –and this journey will be a case of making those mistakes every now and then no doubt. 

Part of the challenge is picking the right races to get involved in.  

HorseRaceBase Ratings – this was the first day I had used my analysis of HRB ratings – basically in 

sprint handicaps – 5-6.5f, C3<, the top 6 rated (total ratings and last run ratings) win 75-80% of all 

races. This looks like a good starting point to further analysis. Now, clearly there will be some races in 

this with 1-6 runners – and I do need to look at stats in races with 10+ runners say. But, it is 

interesting.  

Onto the 4.40 Ascot, that I got wrong... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4.40 Ascot; 6f, Class 3  

Valley of Fire- 9/1 – UP (7th)  

Rio Ronaldo – 10/1- UP (5th, possibly unlucky)  

Reasons: Well these two were in the HRB ratings bands. Rio Ronaldo looked to be progressive and 

open to improvement. Back on better ground and dropping back in class. Trainer was in ok form and 

had done ok at track from limited runners. Valley of Fire – returned to form LTO over 7f and base on 

a maiden win over 6f, a decently run race here, over 6f, looked an interesting move. He got first time 

headgear here. The trainer was in brilliant form and had good stats in handicaps at the track. The 

concern for the pair was the middle draws as had generally paid to be closer to the wings over this 

CD, on this ground, with this many runners.  

Reflections: Rio Ronaldo ran well – he was all dressed up with nowhere to go for a long time here- 

stuck behind a wall of horses. His jockey was the last to move and moved too late. Watching it back 

it is interesting that the 1st and 2nd came from behind him – but they started to motor before him, 

and were upsides, building momentum, as the jockey got space and started to move. From there he 

couldn’t peg them back. Valley of Fire – well he ran ok, but just couldn’t pick up 

Winner: Misterioso – he was on the ratings shortlist and I did look at him in some depth – but left 

hm, and in truth I’m not 100% sure why. I think the Haggas recent/track form swayed me to his. This 

one was unexposed enough and having disappointed for Hannon was having his 5th start for trainer. 

He had the odd bit of form for Hannon and had dropped to a tempting mark. Had come second at 

Donny last year, beaten under a length, of OR95- raced off 84 here.  Baker an interesting booking 

also and was drawn well – in terms of track draw stats. Also came into some form LTO and possible 

he would build on it. No a shock winner and he was available at 10s in morning. When money came I 

did wonder whether I had made an error leaving him. Positives and negatives again. The second – 

Merhoob- was also high up on the list – second at 25s – I think I was put off by the price/position in 

market. That is wrong really and needs improving on. He was high up on ratings and was unexposed 

on turf and had a decent run over CD a few starts back which caught the eye. A big run was no shock 

really and at the prices he probably was the EW bet in the race. Easy to say after they come second 

of course but he was close to being picked. He hit a bit of traffic also.  

Race Notes: It may be no bad thing to keep the front 5/6 onside in this moving forward, given their 

profiles. You would think they all have races in them somewhere. Misterioso showed a blistering 

turn of foot from the back, relatively. He clearly had a bit in hand and relished this stiff 6f. A strong 

pace will be essential given that running style, as will luck in running. They all converged up the 

middle and he moved out and came around them, covering more ground than most. Merhoob – 

came from the other side, slight interference but I think he had enough time. He ran well but the 

winner had built up some speed and he may not have been quite as good as him. He clearly handles 

the CD and turf no problem on this evidence. He needs a strong pace and luck in running also. Rio 

Ronaldo – looked unlucky to an extent and I would suggest if ridden by Baker may have been closer- 

well in the sense that if the jockey had got going on him soon/clearer run, he would have been 

closer. Interesting to track on his next few starts.  



Vibrant Chords – he hit the front some way out – too soon maybe – and his run flattened out just as 

others were swooping late. He may have been on the wrong side also and would have appreciated 

another horse taking him into it a bit longer. Only 3, this was the 5th flat run of his life and he can 

only go one way at the moment. Flowers of Venus – 4 year old having his 5th flat start also. This was 

a decent run and he is clearly in good form. He was swallowed late also by the closers, in a race 

where it paid to come from the back – suggesting they may have done a bit too much near the front.  

 

*** 

13/07/16 

5.00 Catterick; 6f, C4 

Best Trip – 1pt EW- 7/1 – WON (+7.2 points)  

Manatee Beay – 1pt EW- 10/1 UP (-2)  

(+5.2 points on race)  

Reasons:  

Best Trip – pace set up of race- likely to get uncontested lead from low draw/holding his form well, 

for long way in better races recently, over 7f / impossible to say couldn’t win from mark/3 runs ago 

at track caught late by a more progressive rival  

Manatee Bay – form tied in closely with Best Trip based on a recent run at track. Given weight swing 

, on paper they should have been much closer together. Conditions looked fine, had been running 

well enough.  

Reflections: The race went to plan for Best Trip. He got an uncontested lead and built up a gap to 

the rest. He just kept going  and held on well by 1 length. Always good when a race goes to script. I 

missed a bigger price I think, possibly available at 10s the evening before. Manatee Bay didn’t run as 

well as hoped and couldn’t grab a place. Fairly well beaten in 6th in the end.  

Winner: As above. Shows that handicap mark isn’t everything – couldn’t say he was ‘well in’ but for 

old connections had run well from around this mark. He was just in decent form, well drawn,and was 

the only front runner on paper. That more than made up for any niggles about mark.  

Race Notes: Ustinov looks to be the only one to take out of this to my eye, unless it simply turns out 

to be a decent race for the level. Spirit of Zeb was sat in second all the way behind Best Trip but 

either wasn’t good enough to get passed and/or lacked the change of gears. It may be he needs a 

stiffer test/finish. He ran well, and Best Trip is a decent yard stick and he clearly has more races in 

him, aged 4, that his 20th career start. Back to Ustinov – this was his first start in 266 days and he was 

weak enough in the market, going off at 10/1. This was only his 10th flat turf start and is clearly in the 

‘could be anything’ category still, as a handicapper. He was held up detached last here and made 

eye-catching progress in the final furlong. He has won over 7f on the all-weather. A faster run 6f may 



suit, bigger field where there is a pace collapse, or 7f, and or at a track with a stiffer finish. One to 

watch on his next 3 starts I suspect, but then many others will have noticed this run also.  

 

*** 

14/07/16  

4.50 Chepstow; 5f; C6  

Go Charlie  

Reasons: He was an eye-catcher in a previous ‘test race’ getting no sort of run and running well in 

5th. He has a habit of starting slowing which doesn’t help him and clearly needs a lot to go right. He 

was 0/21, 3 places on Turf going into this – so maybe a leap of faith.  

Reflections: Maybe 12s was too short for one with his lack of winning form. As it happened I don’t 

know what to make of the run. He was slow away again and was in the nearside group- a smaller 

group in a race where the far side dominated. Possible a ground/track bias or that is just a deception 

and he didn’t run very well. He travelled well for a long way and led his side entering the final two 

furlongs – but he did then find himself more over the far side and didn’t really do much. Maybe not 

one to give up on but a bigger price may be required.  

Winner: Quantum Dot – well he lead the far side, and the race, all the way and was never challenged 

at 8/1 SP. I think the trainer was in decent form going into this and this was the horses 8th start of his 

life on turf, previously 0/7, 0 places. He was 3/21, 4 places on the AW. His two turf runs before this 

were on soft, and it is possible he doesn’t like that surface given AW form, and fact he won this on 

good to firm. His run 3 starts ago was over CD, where he raced alone, on soft, but still came 4/12 

beaten 4.2 lengths. That was on the back of an OK run at Bath also. He was 5lb below his last 

winning AW mark and 5lb below that ok run at Bath. Looking back, the ‘story’ makes sense and 

certainly not a shock winner, in hindsight.  

So, unexposed on turf/ front runner/in ok form/mark dropping/knew how to win/excuses for some 

recent runs, but had still run well / yard in form.  

Race Notes:  I don’t think there is much I want to take from this race really. Bar to note the winner 

and his running style of making all. He could be dangerous when able to dominate at this level or a 

bit higher maybe, he could progress a little further on turf, esp around a turning track maybe.  

 

 

 

 

 



19/07/2016 

3.15 Muss; 5f; C4 

Lydia’s Place – 1 pt EW- 12/1 – 3rd  

Reasons:  

Unexposed/good nursery form last season/race conditions looked to suit/excuses for runs this 

season/ reaching peak fitness?/trainer track form decent/mark dropping/CD winner/ jockey up for 

first time /prominent racer who was drawn to attack/lead against rail 

Reflections:  

Ran well enough, no excuses really, just bumped into a couple better on the day. Was able to lead 

for some of the way and had a spot against the rail. Ran well enough.  

Winner:  

Economic Crisis. Well on her 73rd start she was doing plenty new including winning away from 

Hamilton and at this class. Was up there the whole way and did it well. Had previously looked like a 

C4 animal. Had placed at the track before and ran well in race conditions. The ‘way in’ was the 

trainer change I think. Only the second start for this trainer and clearly needed the first run where 

she did nothing. Just shows you if a change in trainer new things are possibly with horses whom 

seemingly had a ‘set profile’. A decent price 22s>16s.  

Race Notes: 

Not much to take out of this really. Lydias Place worth tracking as this was a run of some promise 

and the trainer should find a race for her at some point you would think.  

 

20/07/2016 

5.00 Catt; 5f; C4 

Singeur – 1pt EW- 8/1 (WON)  

Fast Act – 1 pt EW – 12/1 (UP) 

Reasons:  

Singeur: Pace was the main way in as on paper it looked likely to set up for a closer. So many front 

runners/pace pushers in this. Jockey booking- Tudhope in plate for first time in 17 runs/horse in 

some sort of form/6lb below a mark where he came a close second back end last season/all race 

conditions fine 

Fast Act: Formerly smart horse as a juvenile, highly rated highly tried/dropping down the weights 

and in class/drop in trip to a distance where he had done his winning/drop in class/first time 

blinkers/doing plenty different 



Reflections:  

The race went to plan for Singeur, helped by the other selection. They went quick, and the pace 

collapsed. He was able to pick up the pieces. Clearly plenty needs to fall right for this one and that 

doesn’t happen very often.  

Fast Act – well in first time headgear he somewhat blasted out and led at a frantic pace that he was 

never going to keep up. Interesting tactics. He faded out quickly in the end. I am convinced they will 

find the key at some point and he could make all somewhere, one day.  

Winner:  

Singeur, as above.  

Race Notes: 

Reading of pace was correct. Desert Ace could be marked up given he did best of those closest to the 

pace and his saddle slipped. Would have been much closer. This run was a return to some form and 

his trainer hasn’t had him long. He came out again on 29/07 at Muss- in a C3, he weakened inside 

final furlong. Maybe not at that level, or didn’t like the track. Still one to keep onside. Seems 

versatile ground wise.  Looks a 5f horse, fields 1-11. Pearl Acclaim is Pearl Acclaim- ran well here but 

doesn’t win very often. Will drop in again at some point but hard to predict. He did well enough 

here, still running well.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



22/07/16  

Ascot; 5f; C2 

Rio Ronaldo – 1 point EW- 8/1 (UP,5th) 

Alpha Delphini – 1 pt EW- 14/1 (WON 8/1 SP)  

Reasons:  

Rio Ronaldo – backed in his race before where was waited with too long, too far back,ran into 

trouble. Unexposed, yet ‘hardened’ if that makes sense/drop in trip looked interesting,while maybe 

not idea but worth risk with pace on paper/clearly went at track,big field.  

Alpha Delphini- well should have been tipped when won race before, but bottled it in a test section. 

Doh. Won well at York 10/1 coming up inside but all alone. Was ridden along early that day and won 

a shade cosily near line for me, thought this stiffer track may suit more/unexposed/in form/more to 

come/related to once very smart horse,Tangerine Trees/realisation that these sprinters can progress 

quickly when finding their stride.  

Reflections:  

Front two were some way clear here and could be more to come from them both. Alpha Delphini 

never too far away and kept finding. Jockey said afterwards that he can keep a bit for himself. He 

isn’t done progressing just yet and may leave handicaps behind. Quite a gap back to the rest.  

Rio Ronaldo ran well but got out-paced in the middle bit. He ran on strongly and was doing his best 

work late. Maybe a step back up or he needs an even stronger pace/race didn’t work out. Nothing 

came from behind here. Winner led nearly all the way and Alpha wasn’t too far off him.  

Winner:  

Alpha Delphini as above.  

Race Notes: 

Final Venture 2nd (short head)- Well I had been too quick to dismiss this winning machine of a 4 year 

old. He was opposable on price I think at 5s but ran better than I thought. Just shows you when on a 

roll these horses can keep improving. Had demolished an ok field in race before at Ponte – I thought 

he may have got run of race but he did it well. Wins were also at Northern tracks and maybe I was 

too dismissive off the form also. He led for most of the way here, and wasn’t hanging around. I don’t 

think the handicapper will have him yet.  

Given nothing came from the back and got near the front two in the final furlong can maybe mark up 

the likes of Royal Birth who continue to run well and Shamshon who probably had too much to do. 

He came out again at Goodwood and was held up – not ideal there and may not have been good 

enough. Stiffer track, big field, loads of pace, plenty of luck. Open to improvement still.  

 



6.30 York: 6f; C4 

Compton Park – 1 pt EW- 18/1 (UP) 

Available- 1 pt EW- 22/1 (WON) 

Reasons:  

Compton Park – ‘tipped’ a couple of starts before and I thought possible excuses for the odd run. 

Formerly much higher rated he was well handicapped/pace option on the near side/conditions 

fine/decent run LTO 

Available- one for the ‘in form horses who are running well without doing anything wrong-their time 

will come’ philosophy. She was on opposite side of the track and was the pace angle- that side had 

done well this season on decent ground, thought may lead,also stamina over further,yet the pace for 

this trip. Extra stamina no bad thing in these big field races. Had run her best races in large fields, 

straight tracks,mainly Donny. Pace Maps suggested on the front was the place to be.  

Reflections:  

Compton Park – was poor, even though on wrong side as it transpired he was never really going. He 

may go in again at some point but isn’t one to trust at the moment. Maybe wait for the yard to really 

be flying.  

Available – did what I hoped she might- was up there leading for the whole way pretty much. Found 

plenty when asked and hung on grimly to repel the closers. They just couldn’t quite get her back. 

‘Only’ 26th flat start, she was in form and had only raced poorly once this season. Had chased home 

Best Trip earlier in the season who was a good yard stick.  

Winner:  

Available.  

Race Notes: 

Nothing much to take out of this for me. Bop It chased the winner home but was always well enough 

placed. Maybe he needs plenty to drop right and needs a pace burn up. He ran with credit but I 

doubt will be missed by the market next time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



24/07/16 

4.35 Ponte; 6f; C3 

Mishaal – 1.5 pt win- 7/1 (WON,4/1 SP)  

Reputation – 1.5 pt Win- 6/1 (3rd)  

Reasons:  

Reputation – lightly raced/good enough for a York maiden win over distance/10th flat start/1st time 

visor LTO led to change in tactics, raced prominently/SDS booked/Dropped t stiff 6f at track that 

suits front runners/jockey booking 

Mishaal- coming down the weights/thought stiff 6f may suit here given past form over 

further/prominent racer/jockey booking – Tudhope booked,hadn’t been on for 17 runs,and placed 

on him when last ridden/wasn’t well placed LTO,leader never came back/had run well in big field 

race at Donny recently/thought may try and make all from decent draw/trainer in ok form 

Reflections:  

Reputation – either missed the kick or was slowly away – but that cost him. Was out the back and 

had to come through runners up the rail. Very unlucky and with clear run (also stumbled into back of 

one as well) would have probably won.  

Mishaal- did it from the front as Tudhope able to dictate. Repelled all challengers and did it well 

enough, runners in behind finding trouble.  

Winner:  

Mishall, as above 

Race Notes: 

Reputation as one to take out- ran a fine race given what happened and ‘the trip’ that he had. Doubt 

will be missed NTO but you never know.  

 

5.30 Carlisle;7f;C5 (thought 6f when started to look,and carried on!)  

Bajan Rebel- 1 pt EW- 10/1 (2nd,close, 7/1)  

Reasons:  

Horse was just in form, running well/good placed form at the track/ground suited/PACE- thought 

from low draw would get an uncontested lead and possibly stay there. 10s looked big. Questions 

over plenty of others.  

Reflections:  



No excuses, he ran a fine race just finding one too good. He was able to lead and do his own thing, 

fought on well, just got collared late. No issues at all. Very nearly won.  

Winner:  

Yulong Xiongba  - young, unexposed, not a shock winner. Had been running consistently over further 

and chance this stiff finish would play to strengths. Trainer in form and were trying a strange mix of 

headgear – I think everything was on! Hood, blinkers, eye-shield combo. 7/2 joint fav. Not a surprise 

winner by any means.  

Race Notes: 

A moderate race and I won’t really take anything out of it. Always useful to know which horses like 

to get on with it and Bajan Rebel will have other all the way wins at some point, somewhere.  

 

26/07/16  

4.20 Goodwood; 5f; C2 

Bowson Fred- 1pt EW- 16/1 (3rd)  

Harry Hurricane – 1pt EW- 12/1 (UP, 5th, payed out on some bookies) 

Reasons:  

Bowson Fred- simply in form, progressive, running well. Pace looked interesting – he would be up 

there the whole way and possible he could stay there. Looked a decent EW bet. Had been running 

into horses who had franked the form. (Orions Bow, Royal Birth) 

Harry Hurricane – Unexposed 4 year old who had course form. Pace set up may have suited – didn’t 

think would be a bad thing to have one to just sit off the pace. Rest pattern looked interesting, 

suggesting may have been the ‘plan’. Usually raced regularly enough, had 35 days off before 

penultimate run, weakening in final furlong. Looked a decent EW poke at prices. Jockey booking 

interesting also, James Doyle. Had ridden well for stable previously.  

Reflections:  

Bowson Fred- no excuses really- as would transpire during rest of week all those on near side may 

have had the worst of the ground- a track bias. Everything ended up on the near side but they were 

racing on it all the way. He ran well. Was up there, stuck on bravely.  

Harry Hurricane. Also ran a decent race- did stumble out the gates and in such a game of fine 

margins that may well have cost him getting closer here. In the end struggled to close in the very late 

stages as those near the front didn’t come back. He has ability and needs a strong pace to aim at. 

One to keep onside in these big field races.  

Winner:  



Boom The Groom – no real surprise here in the end – annoyed I missed the price- was 16s the 

evening before, hammered into 13/2, 7s when looking in morning. Had first backed  him in  the Dash 

two years ago where he ran well. Also ran well in this years Dash where drawn on the wrong side 

and was carried across half the track also. Clearly likes fast, downhill tracks. Had ran well in thos race 

last season also. Mark hadn’t really moved but was within range. Did well from his side of draw- all 

the pace was nearside and did much of his own work and came all the way over to stand-side come 

the line, given away plenty of ground. Interesting where they go next – I dare say he will be a bet in 

next year’s Epsom Dash is lining up! They are probably planning it already.  

Race Notes: 

Not much to say really. Boom The Groom, Thesme, Bowson Fred and Harry Hurricane are all worth 

keeping onside I think. Thesme keeps placing and is never sent off at much of a price now. I am sure 

they will find a race but backers keep saying that.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



27/07/16 

5.15 Redcar; 6f, C6 

A J Cook – 1pt EW- 25/1 (3rd) 

Cool Strutter – 1 pt EW- 20/1 (UP) 

Reasons:  

Cool Strutter- once raced in 80s for A Balding/came close around year ago off 80, racing off 60 

here/bits and pieces of old placed form/a very weak race/belief that trainer would find a race at 

some point, at this low level, given past form/ last run was eye-catching enough 

A J Cook – trainer was in form/jockey booking – hadn’t been on since 2013/had been ridden by 

plenty of inexperienced jockeys/that age where may do something as sprinter- 6/some ok placed 

form off higher marks 

Reflections:  

Cool Strutter- ran ok again, but like race before, pulled hard again. Need to get him to settle – then 

may see a better performance. Weakened late on, plodded into 6th on far side. Will keep an eye on 

this one.  

A J Cook – ran well enough, came from the clouds late somewhat. Winner had flown really and 

picked up the scraps, but still a step forward. Suppose you would have said a stiffer finish may suit…. 

Bugger… AJ came out again at the Ladies night at Carlisle on 1st August and won at 10/1, just. Stiff 

finish and in a race with loads of pace on paper. Missed him. Annoying.  

Winner:  

El Principe- no surprise and highlighted as the main danger for me, and was a decent price at 8s- not 

as decent as the other two though and I couldn’t leave them. Lightly raced 3 year old who races 

prominently, and had been running well enough to suggest he had a race like this in him.  

Race Notes: 

A moderate race and not much to take from it. The winner may go on a little bit more and I have 

missed the next time out win of one of the tips. The Tutty horse worth keeping an eye on.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



29/07/2016 

7.20 Muss- 5f; C3 

Lexington Place – 1pt EW- 12/1 (UP) 

Pearl Acclaim – 1pt EW- 11/1 (UP) 

Reasons:  

Lexington Place- in form/ running well/course winner/thought may set up for one off the 

pace/previous Ayr win impressive having come from the back ,won shade cosily/12s looked big 

Pearl Acclaim- had just been running well/didn’t win very often,but had won here/well enough 

handicapped/thought could build on that run LTO 

Reflections:  

Pearl Acclaim – a case of never knowing – missed the start, fell out the stalls, lost many lengths, 

game over. Annoying, but less annoying than seemingly no excuse and running badly! 

Lexington Place- well not sure if an excuse- held behind as expected the leader just kept on – he was 

switched around runners but maybe got going too late. Needs plenty to fall right, esp around here. 

Hadn’t been asked entering final furlong which was too late, never going to pick up that quick. Still 

ran well enough, as if in some kind of form. More pace, different track maybe.  

Winner:  

Kibaar- fancied by a few blog readers who got it right where I seemingly got it wrong. He was 

becoming  well handicapped on the back of some decent nursery form in 2014, only the 3 runs in 

2015, this was his 7th start for trainer. Prominent racer I was slightly put off by run two starts ago 

over CD where I incorrectly thought he got out-paced, and may not have had the toe for this CD. But, 

he still ran well in 3rd. He got 1st time cheekpieces here and that clearly worked. They made plenty 

more use of him and he kept galloping. Twice on these pages now that a Ryan horse has had first 

time headgear and been sent to the front. Interesting.  Not a shock winner and maybe idiotic going 

for two over this CD who don’t lead .  

Race Notes: 

Not much to take from this. Pearl Acclaim and Lexington Place are worth chancing again at some 

point, but they may always be frustrating and ‘unlucky’ horses. Hopefully Pearl can win again at 

some point. Kibaar may well build on this and will be dangerous to dismiss if getting his own way up 

front. He stayed 6f at York in a nursery so maybe he could stay that trip again.  

 

 

 

 



8.55 Muss; 5f, C6 

Bunce – 1pt EW- 9/1 (UP) (4th) 

Reasons:  

Trainers horse coming back into form/this one had been running well, meeting trouble on a recent 

run over CD/gave an excuse for last run, but maybe a sign/ dropping two classes, into 6 

Reflections:  

I don’ think there is an excuse, ran ok, but nothing more. 2 furlongs out looked like may get right 

involved, faded/plodded a bit late on. You would think they would find a C6 for him.  

Winner:  

Thornaby Princess… Came into this on the back of two decent enough runs over CD- another winner 

who was in form, running well, and not doing too much wrong. Their time does come it would 

appear. Not a prolific winner but then this is the grade for that type. Not a shock winner – was never 

going to be too far away if repeating those two recent runs. Different jockey than for last 4 runs also, 

and had ridden her before. 5lb claimer on two runs before.  

Race Notes: 

Not much to take from this moderate level really. Doesn’t appear to be any hard luck stories etc and 

you wouldn’t trust many to repeat runs etc.  

 

*** 

RUNNING TOTAL UP TO END JULY  

32 bets / 5 wins / 8 places (inc wins) / +42.85 points  

 

 

 

Reasons:  

Reflections:  

Winner:  

Race Notes: 

 

 


